High citation is associated with research quality and consequently findings on highly cited articles are useful to increase understanding of the factors that produce high quality research. This study explores highly cited articles in six subjects, focusing on late citation and peak citation years. Longitudinal citation patterns were found to be highly varied and, on average, different from the remaining articles in each subject. For four of the six subjects, there is a correlation of over 0.42 between the percentage of early citations and total citation ranking but more highly ranked articles had a lower percentage of early citations. Surprisingly, for highly cited articles in all six subjects the prediction of citation ranking of from the sum of citations during their first six years was less accurate than prediction using the sum of the citations for only the fifth and sixth year.
Introduction
Prediction of citation ranking is implicit in citation analysis evaluations of individuals, organisations and countries, especially when used for promotion or tenure, or to allocate future research funding. Hence it is important to examine whether the standard indicator (the sum of early citations) is always the best for predicting citation ranking. Additionally, if citation is an indication of research influence, then citation patterns indicate how that influence has changed with time. This study addresses these
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Scientometrics 77 (2008) issues using six conjectures to examine sets of highly cited articles in diverse Web of Science subjects that contain articles experiencing late citation. It also seeks to identify an indicator that, for the cases examined, is a more accurate predictor than the standard indicator of total citation ranking and total citation. Here, 'early citation ranking' is used to denote the ranking of a paper based on its citations during the first few years after publication and 'total citation ranking' to denote the ranking of a paper based on its total citations. Total citation ranking is time-dependent in that it may be altered by future citation; early citation ranking is not unique as it depends upon the time interval classified as 'early' and also on the ranking indicator.
That the pattern of citation of highly cited articles varies from article to article was identified more than 20 years ago. GARFIELD [1985A, 1985B] presents graphs that compare patterns of citation of highly cited papers. Garfield's graphs contain at least two different citation patterns: (a) Rising to a peak and then a steady decline, and (b) Continuing increase in citation level. This study investigates whether there are not just two patterns but considerable diversity in the patterns of citation for very highly cited articles (Conjecture 1).
Several studies have quantified the late citation of highly cited articles. AVERSA [1985] examined the patterns of citation of 400 papers published in 1972 that were cited 30 or more times between 1972 and 1977 and found that an early rise in being cited is associated with a more rapid decline in citation and a lower citation total, whereas a delayed rise in citation is associated with a less rapid decline in citation and a higher citation total. MCCAIN & TURNER [1989] compared four slowly aging and seven rapidly ageing highly cited articles in Molecular Genetics. Regarding the findings, MCCAIN [2007] wrote "Late-peaking, slowly aging papers were likely to be cited for important widely useful methodologies or fruitful, broadly relevant theoretical insights while the early-peaking, quickly-aging papers were being cited primarily for their explicit research results." CANO & LIND [1991] compared the annual citation patterns of ten highly cited papers to ten papers with low citation in medicine and biochemistry. They found two types of citation patterns, A and B. For articles of Type A the number of citations in the first six years, as a percentage of total citations, was typically 75% whereas for Type B the figure was typically 33%. Six of the highly cited, but none of the low cited, were of Type B. All six were classified as "sharing a methodological nature." AKSNES [2003] examined the patterns of annual citation of 137 highly cited papers in Norwegian science published between 1981 and 1989 and found that 33% of the papers in Physical, Chemical and Earth Sciences had the citation pattern of 'Early rise & rapid decline', whereas none of the papers in Biology and Environmental Sciences had this citation pattern. LEVITT & THELWALL [2007] found for the 82 most highly cited articles classified as 'Information Science & Library Science' on Web of Science: (a) A correlation of 0.46 (p = 0.01) between citation ranking and lateness of citation, and (b) On average the most highly cited twenty articles reached their peak 43 year of citation 22.0 years after publication, whereas for the least highly cited twenty the figure is 10.8 years after publication. One pattern of citation referred to by both MERTON [1968] and GARFIELD [1973] is the 'obliteration phenomenon'. For example GARFIELD [1993] referred to 'obliteration by incorporation', in which "discoveries or ideas become so fully incorporated into canonical knowledge that their source is no longer cited or even alluded to." Opposite to this, GLÄNZEL & AL. [2003] and VAN RAAN [2004] established the frequencies of types of late citation that they termed respectively 'delayed recognition' and 'sleeping beauties'. They found that 0.3% of those papers that were cited more frequently than 15 times in total were not cited between 1980 and 1984; van Raan found that only 41 of the articles from the ISI Citation Indexes published in 1988 received at most ten citations during the first ten years after publication and subsequently between 21 and 30 citations in the next four years. Other studies of delayed recognition include those of GARFIELD [1980] and GLÄNZEL & GARFIELD [2005] and other studies of sleeping beauties include those of VAN DALEN & HENKENS [2005] and BURRELL [2005] .
To add to the general knowledge of citation patterns developed by the above articles, the present study takes a multiple subject comparison approach and investigates whether for a sufficiently high level citation:
• There is, for most subjects, considerable variation between articles in the percentage of citations that occur in the first few (e.g., 6) years after publication (Conjecture 2). This provides more fine-grained information on the variation in early citation than do AVERSA's [1985] and AKSNES ' [2003] categorisations of early citation.
• For some subjects the correlation between the percentage of early citations and total citation ranking is strong, whereas for other subjects the correlation is weak (Conjecture 3). This follows up, at the subject level, a topic investigated by AVERSA [1985] who found that a delayed rise in citation is associated with a higher citation total.
• For all subjects the mean citation pattern of the highly cited articles differs substantially from the mean citation pattern of the remaining articles in the subject (Conjecture 4). This builds on CANO & LIND [1991] who compared the citation patterns of ten highly cited papers with those of ten low citation papers.
• Late citation peaks are present amongst a wide diversity of subjects or subject combinations (Conjecture 5). This builds on LEVITT & THELWALL [2007] who found late citation peaks amongst the most highly cited articles in 'Information Science & Library Science'.
The conjectures focus on the concepts of early citation, patterns of citation and late citation that have been previously investigated. One feature of this current investigation Scientometrics 77 (2008) is that it compares highly cited articles in different subjects. AKSNES [2003] and ADAMS [2005] share this feature, but they confine their investigations to articles by authors from a single country. Because this current investigation compares different subjects and does not limit its articles to authors from specific countries, its findings have greater generality than previous investigations that confine themselves to a single subject or to authors from a single country. Although the possible relationship between type of paper and late citation suggested by MCCAIN [2007] is interesting, this investigation is outside the scope of this current paper.
This paper also relates to the research of ADAMS [2005] on the correlation between early and late citation ranking. For different subject areas within the UK Adams examined the Pearson correlation between the number of citations in the year after publication with the total number of citations in the subsequent ten years. Adams found that for both life and physical sciences "the most highly ranked papers initially will remain amongst the higher ranked papers on average", but in the physical sciences "some papers with high total impact may initially gain less recognition." The present paper investigates whether for a sufficiently high level citation prediction of total citation ranking and total citations is much more accurate in some subjects than in other subjects (Conjecture 6).
Methods of selecting cases and data processing
This paper focuses on six subjects, chosen as likely to indicate differing citation patterns in science and social science. Three cases investigate articles classified as 'Physics, Atomic, Molecular & Chemical', 'Chemistry, Multidisciplinary' and 'Physiology' from the Science Citation Index (SCI). These subjects were chosen for having at least one article represented amongst the 54 SCI articles that were published in 1970 and that have been cited at least 1,000 times (here referred to as the 'SCI set', data presented in Table 1 ). The first two subjects were chosen on the basis of late citation peaks and high percentages of citations during 1995 to 2006, whereas the last subject was chosen on the basis of an early citation peak and a low percentage of citations during 1995 to 2006. Of the SCI articles published in 1969−1971, 7,186 were categorised as 'Physics, Atomic, Molecular & Chemical', 42,576 as 'Chemistry, Multidisciplinary' and 11,901 as 'Physiology'.
The other three cases investigate articles classified as 'Economics', 'Statistics & Probability' and 'Psychology, Multidisciplinary' from the Social Science Citation Index (SSCI). These subjects were chosen for having at least one article represented amongst the 33 SCI articles that were published in 1970 that have been cited at least 500 times (here referred to as the 'SSCI set', data presented in Table 1 ). The first two subjects were chosen on the basis of late citation peaks and high percentages of citations during 1995 to 2006, whereas the last subject was chosen on the basis of an early citation peak For both the SCI and SSCI cases, comparison between subjects needs to be treated with caution, as there is considerable variation between subjects in the number of articles. Table 1 presents the data on only 53 articles in the SCI set (the citation patterns for one article, classified as 'Multidisciplinary Sciences', that was cited over 100,000 times could not be obtained). In the table N denotes the number of articles in the category. Table 1 was used when selecting the cases, choosing from each set two subjects with mean late citation and one with mean early citation. For each case study the citation patterns are investigated of the 36 most highly cited articles published between 1969 and 1971 with a view to: (a) Examining whether the conjectures presented in the Introduction apply to the cases and (b) Identifying indicators that for the cases are more accurate predictors of total citation ranking and total citation than the standard indicator.
The decision to investigate 36 articles is empirically grounded; this research seeks to investigate a strata of highly cited articles where late citation was prevalent and found that for some subjects (e.g., 'Physics, Atomic, Molecular & Chemical' and 'Chemistry, Multidisciplinary') the average level of late citation was considerably higher amongst the most highly cited 13 to 24 than amongst the most highly cited 25 to 36. There are two advantages with investigating articles published more than 35 years ago: (a) Patterns covering 35 years seem to reflect more closely the final patterns than those covering 20 years, and (b) An objective to evaluate the effectiveness of predicting the ranking of total citations and a longer period of time provides a more accurate estimate Scientometrics 77 (2008) of total citations than a shorter period. The Spearman correlation was used to evaluate the accuracy of predicting total citation ranking and the Pearson correlation between the log values of the citations to evaluate the accuracy of predicting total citation. The log values were used, as it is not assumed that the citations are normally distributed.
Caution is advised when using Table 1 to compare the SCI set with the SSCI set because the sets use different criteria (at least 1,000 citations and at least 500 citations). Moreover, the SCI database grew about twice as fast as the SCI database: For the SCI 3.9 times as many documents were published in 2006 than in 1970 whereas for the SSCI the figure is only 1.9. A third problem is that 75.8% (25 out of 33) of the articles in the SSCI set are also in the SCI database; of the 8 articles in the SSCI set not on the SCI database, 5 are classified as 'Economics', 1 as 'Business, Finance', 1 as 'Business' and 'Management', and 1 as 'Psychology, Social'. There is less overlap amongst less highly cited articles: Of the 45,749 SSCI articles in published in 1970, only 35.1% are also in the SCI database.
Results
In this section the findings are presented relating to the six conjectures listed in the Introduction and indicators are also identified that, for the cases examined, are more accurate predictors of total citation ranking and total citation than the standard indicator. 
Citation pattern diversity amongst highly cited articles published in 1970
This section investigates whether Conjecture 1 applies to the 54 articles in the SCI set and 33 articles in the SSCI set. The two sets overlap, in that 9 articles are in both sets. The purpose of this section is to illustrate that even a small number of articles can have patterns of annual citation more diverse than those reported in the research of AVERSA [1985] , CANO & LIND [1991] , AKSNES [2003] and LEVITT & THELWALL [2007] . Figure 1 presents examples of the diverse patterns of annual citations of the articles in the SCI set.
The peak years of citation of the first five items in Figure 1 
Late citation
In order to test whether Conjecture 2 applies to the 6 cases, percentages were calculated of the number of citations during the six years divided by the total citations to date (Appendix, Table 8 ). Figure 2 . Percentage of citations in 6 six-year periods for diverse highly cited SSCI articles published in 1970 (*article also in the SCI set) Table 2 indicates that Conjecture 2 applies to all subjects, although more strongly to Chemistry, Physics and Statistics than to Physiology, Economics and Psychology. The ratio of the mean to the 3 rd varies considerably between subjects, ranging from 2.9 for Economics to 13.3 for Chemistry. The ratio of the 34 th to the mean varies much less between subjects, ranging from 1.5 for Physics to 2.3 for Statistics.
Differences in mean pattern of citation between highly cited articles and less highly cited articles
The Spearman correlation between the ranking and percentage of citations in the first 6 years after publication was evaluated (Table 3, using Table 8 data) . From Table 5 , Conjecture 3 is validated in that for Physics and Economics the correlations are over 0.55 with high statistical significance, whereas for Physiology the correlation was low and not statistically significant. 
Mean citation patterns
For each case study and for four sets of articles (the articles cited in the top 12, the second 12, the third 12, and all except articles cited in the top 36) the total number of citations was evaluated for each year 1971−2006 (Figures 3 to 8) .
Because of the small numbers in the categories '1 to 12', '13 to 24' and '25 to 36', only broad inferences should be drawn from Figures 3 to 8. Conjecture 4 applies to some extent in that for every subject 'All except 1 to 36' rises more sharply in the first few years than any of the other sets. However, there are sharp differences between subjects. For instance, for Physics, Statistics and Economics the peak year for '1 to 12' is 2006, whereas for Physiology the frequency of the peak year (1982) is 3.8 times that of 2006.
Frequency of late citation amongst highly cited articles published in 1986
This section examines whether Conjecture 5 applies to two samples of highly cited articles published in 1986, i.e. different data sets to that used in the above four sections. The first sample considered is a subset of the set of 126 SCI articles published in 1986 that, to date (June 2007), have been cited at least 1,000 times. The SCI database lists these articles in 42 combinations of subjects, and the subset investigated is the collection of the single most highly cited articles in each of the 42 combinations. 
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The rationale for investigating the highest cited article of each combination, as opposed to all 126 articles, is that the 126 is skewed towards certain subjects; specifically 41 of the articles are classified as 'Multidisciplinary Sciences', 14 as both 'Biochemistry & Molecular Biology' and 'Cell Biology, and 10 as 'Medicine, General & Internal'. Figure 9 presents the distribution of the peak citation years of the highest cited articles in the each of the 42 combinations.
The mean peak citation year of the 42 articles was 1998.1 and for 76.2% of the articles the peak citation year was later than 1992. Table 4 presents the 15 categories for which the peak citation year was 2005 or 2006. There is a wide range of subject categories for which the peak year of citation of the most highly cited article is at least 19 years after publication (1986) . Three of the subject combinations consisted of three subjects, 4 of two subjects, and the remaining 8 of one subject; amongst the 27 articles with peaks prior to 2005, 3 consisted of three subjects, 6 of two subjects, and 18 of one subject. Perhaps subject combinations consisting of more than one subject are more likely to experience a late citation peak. The second sample considered consists of the most highly cited five articles published in 1986 in 13 different SSCI subjects. It was decided not to use a similar criterion to that used to obtain the first sample, as a sample obtained in this way would have been very strongly biased towards subjects regarded as science and psychology. The 13 subjects were chosen on the basis that excluding duplication (such as many varieties of psychology) they were the subject categories in which most SSCI articles were published in 1986. For each category the peak citation year of the five most highly cited articles was obtained. Figure 10 presents the distribution of these peak citation years. The mean peak citation year of the 65 articles was 1998.0 and for 81.5% of the articles the peak citation year was later than 1992. Table 5 presents the mean peak citation years for the 13 categories: 1 st to 5 th denote the 1 st to 5 th most highly cited articles in the subject. Seven of the thirteen subjects in Table 5 have mean citation peaks more than 12 years after 1986. For eight subjects (Psychology, Economics, Planning & Development, Sociology, Political Science, Education & Educational Research, International Relations and Information Science & Library Science) the range of peak citation years for the 1 st to 5 th articles was more than ten years.
Conjecture 5 applies to both samples, in that late citation peaks are present amongst a wide diversity of subjects or subject combinations. In addition, for both samples over 75% of the articles have their citation peaks more than six years after publication and the mean peak year of annual citation is approximately 12 years after publication.
Predicting total citation ranking and total citations
This section first examines Conjecture 6 and then seeks to identify an indicator that, for the cases, is a more accurate predictor of total citation ranking and total citation than the standard indicator. In Tables 6 and 7 the levels of prediction obtained using two Scientometrics 77 (2008) indicators are compared: The standard indicator (the sum of citations for the years after publication) and the alternative indicator (the sum of the citations for the final two years). The second indicator was chosen on the basis of finding that for some of the cases there is a correlation between early citation and citation ranking (see in the Results section). Tables 6 and 7 confirm Conjecture 6, in that for Physiology all eight correlations were statistically significant whereas for Physics only one of the correlations was statistically significant. In Table 6 , both indicators provide statistically significant results for Physiology, but the correlation is stronger for the alternative indicator. In addition, the standard indicator provides no other statistically significant correlations, whereas the alternative indicator provides five other statistically significant correlations. In Table 7 , both indicators provide statistically significant correlations for Economics, Physiology, and Psychology but in each case the correlation produced by the alternative indicator is stronger. In addition, only in one instance (the Pearson log for Physics) does the standard indicator provide a more statistically significant correlation than the alterative indicator.
Discussion
The six conjectures apply to the subjects, periods, and strata of highly cited articles investigated. Although it seems likely that the conjectures apply to many subjects and time periods, future research on other subjects and different time periods would be needed to confirm this because the subjects studied were chosen for their unusual high citation patterns.
On the basis of Table 3 and Figures 3 to 7, it seems that whether the conjectures apply to a subject and a period depends critically on the strata of highly cited articles. As mentioned above, by choosing the most highly cited 36 articles in a subject in a three-year period, a stratum of highly cited articles where late citation was prevalent was deliberately selected. It is anticipated that the conjectures would have applied less strongly if, for instance, the most highly cited 72 articles in a subject in a three-year period had been considered.
Although the obliteration phenomenon proposed by MERTON [1968] and GARFIELD [1975, 1993] may have reduced the level of citations of some of the articles we examined, many of the articles we examined were cited late. The high frequencies of late citation discussed above contrast with the low frequencies found others [GLÄNZEL & AL., 2003; VAN RAAN, 2004] . In line with the findings, the differences are probably due to the late citation/highly cited criteria being less stringent/more stringent respectively. ADAMS [2005] found that the most highly ranked papers initially will remain amongst the higher ranked papers on average; in the present paper citation ranking in the first six years was not found to be strongly correlated with total citation ranking. One possible reason for the differences between these findings is that the criteria used for highly cited are more stringent than those used by Adams.
The findings are based on the subject categorisations provided by the Web of Science. These designations may differ very substantially from how experts in the subjects would classify the articles and the nature of these categories has not varied considerably with time. Whilst it would be interesting to make detailed comparisons within and between subjects, such comparisons would require a larger number of articles than those examined in this study.
Conclusion
The conjectures were found to apply to the six cases drawn from articles published in 1969 to 1971 and two samples of articles published in 1986. The results indicate the presence of a number of characteristics amongst highly cited articles.
1. Considerable variation between articles in the patterns of citation of highly cited articles.
Scientometrics 77 (2008) 2. Considerable variation between articles in the level of early citation expressed as a percentage of total citation. 3. Correlation between the percentage of early citations and total citation ranking. 4. Substantial differences between the mean citation patterns of the highly cited articles and those of other articles. 5. Late peaks in citation are not rare (recall that late peaks may be associated with fruitful, broadly relevant theoretical insights or broadly useful methodologies). 6. Considerable variation in the level of accuracy with which total citation ranking and total citations can be predicted from early citation.
This paper suggests that investigations of highly cited articles look for the presence of these characteristics and, when they are present, take them into account. The findings on Conjectures 3 and 4 indicate that the presence of these characteristics depends on the level of citation and for this reason these characteristics are expected to be less marked amongst highly cited articles selected using less stringent criteria than those applied in this research.
Finally, total citation prediction appears to be more accurate if based upon citations in years 5 and 6 only, rather than on the full data available for years 1-6, at least for articles that are eventually highly cited. This alternative indicator is recommended as part of a flexible approach where the method used for predicting total citations depends on the citation patterns of the subject. The standard indicator seems well suited to predicting in the case of articles that have most of their citations during the first few years after publication. However, in cases of widely differing citation patterns, this paper suggests using an alternative indicator that takes into account differences in citation trends. 
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